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Welcome to Oxford
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Sue Geddes
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11,700 Undergraduates
22,300 total students 
Operating budget - ~£2 Billion  

(~£0.7 Billion  is research)
Endowment £11 Billion

Oxford University

A collegiate university. 
How it works:
The University  is akin to the US  Federal Government   
The 43 Colleges are akin to the US States  
All students and most academics are members of both 
a college and the university
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48% of Oxford academics are from 
outside the UK

50 Nobel Prizes including 26 by our 
students

Oxford  is international

We welcomed our first international 
student - Emo of Friesland - in 1190. 
41% of Oxford students are from 
outside the UK
63% of graduate students 19% of 
undergraduates.
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48% of Oxford academics are from 

outside the UK

50 Nobel Prizes including 26 by our 

students

Oxford  is international

We welcomed our first international 

student - Emo of Friesland - in 1190. 

41% of Oxford students are from 

outside the UK

63% of graduate students 19% of 

undergraduates.

Oxford vote in EU 

referendum

70%  Remain  30% Leave
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48% of Oxford academics are from 
outside the UK

50 Nobel Prizes including 26 by our 
students

Leader of the University Louise 
Richardson
(the 272nd person to hold the post)

Oxford  is international

We welcomed our first international 
student - Emo of Friesland - in 1190. 
41% of Oxford students are not from 
the UK
63% of graduate students 19% of 
undergraduates.
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Department of Physics Mission
Welcome to the Department of 
Physics
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Department 
of Physics
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• One of the largest Physics departments 
in the world

• Academics – 139
• Postdoctoral research staff 224
• Technical & Support Staff 153
• Undergraduate Students 663
• Postgraduate Students 351

• Ranked #1 in UK in most recent national 
research excellence Exercise (2014)

• Important source of high quality staff for 
academia and industry

• >2/3 of  the staff and half the student 
body is international
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Total Solar Eclipse over Cerro Pachon, July 2, 2019
Photo: K. Reil LSST/DOE/SLAC 
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oxfordplanets.uk

Exoplanet detection 
and characterisation

Atmospheric dynamics

Disks and dynamics

Astronomical instrumentation

Planetary geology
and geochemistry

Solar system exploration

Early Earth
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NASA’s InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic 
Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport) landed 
on Mars on the 26th of November, 2018. It is the 
first outer space robotic explorer to study in-depth 
the Martian crust, mantle, and core.



Higgs as a new 
tool for 

discovery
Identify the new 
physics of dark 

matter

Oxford particle physics conducts research
across all the science drivers of particle physics
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The physics 
of

Neutrino mass

Understanding 
cosmic 

acceleration

Explore the 
unknown: new 
particles and 

new interactions

Daniela Bortoletto

ATLAS  LHCb
T2K DUNE HYPER-K
Mu3e SNO+ LZ LSST 
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trapped-ion qubits

superconducting qubits

silicon

World history of quantum logic gates

NIST

Innsbruck

Oxford

NIST
NIST

NIST

NIST

UCSB

UCSB/Google

Yale

IBM

pr
ec

is
io

nDelft
Princeton

UNSW

impossible
to build a 
quantum 
computer

theoretically
possible 
to build a QC

practically
possible 
to build a QC?
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Physics of pancreatic cancer: polymer physics to improve  therapy
Casey Adam(Physics), Alba Piacenti (Physics), Sarah Waters (MATHS), A Gordon-
Weeks (MEDICINE) A Jerusalem (Eng Sci) and Sonia Contera (Physics)

AFM of collagen
+advanced nanomechanics
+theory
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Brussels

Singapore

Tel 
Aviv

TokyoToronto Lyon

Lewen

from the Twitter feed of Super-res man (ONI)

Reaching out for 
the world

Boston

Utrecht U ETH, ZurichCrick Inst
London

California
Texas
North Carolina
Heidelberg
Montreal…
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Oxford Nano Imaging  
has 80 employees & 
sold >30 microscopes 
worldwide
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Cloud Radiative Effects

Clouds droplets/crystals scatter visible light back to 
space (cooling effect)

High cool clouds absorb infrared radiation 
(warming effect)

Visible Meteosat image (0.8 µm) Infrared Meteosat image (10.8 µm)

(© EUMETSAT)
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Oxford Physics  Photovoltaics
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Undisputed world-champion cells from Oxford
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Machine Learning        Big  Data

24
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Scientific Achievement
Automated scientific instrumentation and large-scale data acquisition 
in XRAY and NEUTRON scattering, and in ARPES and STM, are 
now generating data sets of such volume and complexity as to defy 
human analysis. For example modern STM visualization of 
electronic quantum matter (EQM) yields dense arrays of electronic 
structure images that are often astonishingly complex. We report 
development and training of a new machine learning protocol, based 
on an array of artificial neural networks (ANN) designed 
to recognize different types of ordered states that are hidden within 
EQM image-arrays. 

Significance and Impact
The ANNs analyze one of our large, experimental EQM image 
archives, spanning a wide range of electron densities and energies, 
in carrier-doped cuprate Mott insulators. Remarkably, our machine 
learning algorithm (see figure) used with ANN array, repeatedly and 
reliably discovers, throughout all the noisy and complex data, the 
features of a very specific ordered state of EQM. It discerns a 
lattice-commensurate, precisely four-unit-cell periodic, unidirectional, 
translational-symmetry-breaking state, consistent with those long 
predicted within strong-coupling theories of electronic liquid crystals,. 

Machine Learning in Electronic Quantum Matter 
Visualization Experiments 

TITLE

J.C. Séamus Davis

E.-A. Kim, J.C Séamus Davis Nature in press.

Nature June  
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• Physics 3yr, 45 students a year  
• Physics 4yr, 120 students a year                               
• Physics & Philosophy, 15 students a 

year
• Mathematical Physics 3+1yr, started 

2015/6
• DPhil in Physics, about 85 students a 

year

Physics Degrees
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Undergraduate
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Graduate
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Alex Savin (Graduate student) 

Very recent:
Alex Savin - Alex is from a state school in East London 
and was admitted into LMH in Oxford in 2013 (he 
finished in the top 10 of his cohort in 2016). He 
continued his doctoral work in ALP. His research on 
fundamental energy absorption processes in  ultra-high 
intensity laser-matter interactions is published this week 
in Nature's Scientific Reports https://rdcu.be/bHkXRwith
him as first author. 
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https://rdcu.be/bHkXR


Ramy Aboushelbaya (Graduate 
Student)

Also on the same paper Ramy Aboushelbaya- an 
Egyptian student who was determined to understand 
physics from a fundamental perspective, despite the 
difficulties in his own country. He went to France and 
was educated there for his BSc and MSc. He was 
admitted to Oxford Physics in 2016. In addition to 
the paper together with Savin his remarkable work 
on fundamental light-matter interactions with pulses 
containing orbital angular momentum is nearing 
acceptance in Phys Rev Lett. It is under ArXiV
identifier 1902.05928. For this one he is first author 
and Savin is also on the paper.
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Outreach and Public Engagement 

Physics has a highly active outreach programme, reaching over 200,000 people in the last
five years with activities including talks, workshops, shows, festival stalls, tours and
competitions.

32
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To understand the fundamental nature of energy, matter, 
space, and time, and to apply that knowledge 
to understand the birth, evolution and fate of the universe 
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The Opportunities for Discovery      
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To understand the fundamental nature of energy, matter, 
space, and time, and to apply that knowledge 
to understand the birth, evolution and fate of the universe 
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The Opportunities for Discovery      
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Our scope is broad and we use many tools: accelerator, 
non-accelerator & cosmological observations all 
have a critical role to playM.#Demarteau*,#K.#Yurkewicz*#

With#thanks#to##
L.#Cha;erjee,#M.#Cooke##

December#17,#2013##
P5#MeeEng#

Brookhaven#NaEonal#Laboratory##

*"="co&chair"
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Discovery of the electron, J.J. Thompson (1897) Discovery of the neutron, J. Chadwick (1932)

Discovery of quarks, Friedman, Kendall, Taylor (1969) Discovery of Higgs boson, CERN (2012)
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Discovery of the nucleus
Rutherford (1911)

Building An Understanding Of The Universe

41



BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING
Our community has revolutionized human understanding of the Universe 
– its underlying code, structure and evolution 

Through careful measurement, observation and deduction 
we have developed remarkably successful prevailing theories the Standard
Models of particle physics and cosmology that are highly predictive and have 
been rigorously tested in some cases to 1 part in 10 billion

These are among the highest intellectual achievements in the history of
our species, they will be part of our legacy to future generations for eternity

The potential now exists to revolutionize our knowledge again.
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An Edifice Hundred Years In The 
Making 
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Particle Standard Model Cosmology Standard Model 

LCDM

BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING
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BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

…..that are highly predictive and have 
been rigorously tested in some cases to 
1 part in 10 billion
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BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

These are among the highest intellectual achievements in the history of
our species, they will be part of our legacy to future generations for eternity

The potential now exists to revolutionize our knowledge again.
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• The potential exists now to revolutionize our knowledge again. 

• Despite the huge successes, there are deep and fundamental mysteries that are 
unanswered and for which following traditional methods of exploration and new 
methods combine to form the optimal approach.

High Energy Physics 2.0
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BUILDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE:
A WORK A CENTURY IN THE MAKING

48
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That Spin 0 Boson
Changes Everything

a Universal 
phase 
transition?

@ picosecond 
after the BB

hot universe vacuum
empty

cold universe vacuum
full of the Higgs Field

E (entire universe)

higgs 
field

H

Mystery: The Higgs 

a Universal 
phase 
transition?

@ picosecond 
after the BB

hot universe vacuum
empty

cold universe vacuum
full of the Higgs Field

E (entire universe)

higgs 
field

H
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Mystery:
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Mystery: Dark Matter 

5/6
51



Mystery: Dark Energy 

• The accelerating expansion of the 
universe (2011 Nobel)
• What is dark energy? 

We don’t know… What we know: just the 
tip of the iceberg.
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Mystery: how did matter survive the 
birth of the universe?  

• The accelerating expansion of the 
universe (2011 Nobel)

• What is dark energy? 

We don’t know…

What we know: just the 

tip of the iceberg.

beginning of the Universe

1,000,000,001 1,000,000,001

matter anti-matter

1,000,000,000

Matter anti-Matter

The baryon  asymmetry of the Universe  
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Mystery: Hierarchies
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12 orders of magnitude in the masses of fermions 

Mystery: Why are there so many types of  particles?  

Why do the particles have such a large range of masses?

Why does the pattern of particles repeat  three times? 

Why do neutrinos have mass at all (in the Standard Model they are 
massless)?

57
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Mystery: What powered cosmic inflation?
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EWSB
q Does the Higgs boson exist?

Neutrinos:
q ν masses and and their origin
q what is the role of H(125) ?  
q Majorana or Dirac ?
q CP violation 
q additional species à sterile ν ?

Dark matter:
q composition: WIMP, sterile neutrinos, 

axions, other hidden sector particles, ..
q one type or more ? 
q only gravitational or other interactions ?

The two epochs of Universe’s accelerated expansion:
q primordial: is inflation correct ? 

which (scalar) fields? role of quantum gravity?  
q today: dark energy (why is Λ so small?) or

gravity modification ?

Quarks and leptons:
q why 3 families ?
q masses and mixing
q CP violation in the lepton sector
q matter and antimatter asymmetry
q baryon and charged lepton 

number violation 

Physics at the highest E-scales:
q how is gravity connected with the other forces ?
q do forces unify at high energy ?

Outstanding  Questions in Particle Physics circa 2011
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Higgs boson and EWSB
q mH natural or fine-tuned ?
à if natural: what new physics/symmetry?
q does it regularize the divergent VLVL cross-section

at high M(VLVL) ? Or is there a new dynamics ?
q elementary or composite Higgs ?
q is it alone or are there other Higgs bosons ?
q origin of couplings to fermions  
q coupling to dark matter ? 
q does it violate CP ?
q cosmological EW phase transition 

Neutrinos:
q ν masses and and their origin
q what is the role of H(125) ?  
q Majorana or Dirac ?
q CP violation 
q additional species à sterile ν ?

Dark matter:
q composition: WIMP, sterile neutrinos, 

axions, other hidden sector particles, ..
q one type or more ? 
q only gravitational or other interactions ?

The two epochs of Universe’s accelerated expansion:
q primordial: is inflation correct ? 

which (scalar) fields? role of quantum gravity?  
q today: dark energy (why is Λ so small?) or

gravity modification ?

Quarks and leptons:
q why 3 families ?
q masses and mixing
q CP violation in the lepton sector
q matter and antimatter asymmetry
q baryon and charged lepton 

number violation 

Physics at the highest E-scales:
q how is gravity connected with the other forces ?
q do forces unify at high energy ?

Outstanding  Questions in Particle Physics circa 2019
… there has never been a better time to be a particle physicist!
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between 1967 - 2012

62
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guided research

Higgs

The Standard  Model  Guided Research 
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No-lose completion of the standard model

❖ In our quest to complete the standard model we 
have been aided by no-lose theorems.

❖ Motivation for the W                                                                  

❖ Motivation for the top quark

see, 1510.05159

No-lose completion of the Standard Model

Guaranteed 
discoveries

64
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Completion of the SM —Higgs boson
❖ Shortcomings of theory of WW scattering

❖  before the critical energy Ec, new physics 
must enter, 

❖ either a new particle which keeps the 
theory perturbative

❖ or, new physics to describe the non-
perturbative regime.

Now that the standard model is complete, there are no further no-lose theorems.
In principle, the standard model could be valid to the Planck scale 

No-lose completion of the Standard Model

Completion of the SM —Higgs boson
❖ Shortcomings of theory of WW scattering

❖  before the critical energy Ec, new physics 
must enter, 

❖ either a new particle which keeps the 
theory perturbative

❖ or, new physics to describe the non-
perturbative regime.

Now that the standard model is complete, there are no further no-lose theorems.
In principle, the standard model could be valid to the Planck scale 

No guaranteed 
discoveries

Guaranteed 
discoveries
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Perception is a dynamic combination of top-down 
(theory) and bottom-up (data driven) processing

• The need for detail (quality and quantity of the 
data) depends on the distinctiveness of the 
object and the level of familiarity

Visual examples…

Perception & understanding
with a roadmap

When we know the characteristics and context
of what to expect (W,t,H discovery) a little data 
goes a long way (top-down dominates)
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With a roadmap  (theory)

New physics need lots 
of data
(bottom up dominates)

Perception & understanding

(W,t,H discovery) a 
little data goes a long 
way (top-down dominates)

w/o a roadmap (data driven)
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Higgs Couplings is an incubator 
new ideas to help in the recognition and
understanding of  Dali painting
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We are in a data driven era

79
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“Measure what is measureable and 
make measureable what is not so.”

Galileo Galiliei
1564-1642

#1  Context

80



Credit:Mario Livio
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The mass of the Higgs, the amount of dark energy  and the values of other 
observables could  be vacuum selection effects (our universe interpreted
in terms of the multiverse) but it is premature to think so 82
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Discoveries in Particle Physics  

Lepton'Photon*2015,*Ljubljana,*August*17*'*22,*2015***''*M.*Demarteau*
Slide**3*

Facility((
Original(purpose,((
Expert(Opinion(

Discovery(with((
Precision(Instrument(

P.S.(CERN((1960)(

AGS(BNL((1960)((

FNAL(Batavia((1970)(

SLAC(Spear((1970)(

ISR(CERN((1980)(

PETRA(DESY((1980)(

Super(Kamiokande((2000)(

Telescopes((2000)(

π(N(interacSons(

π(N(interacSons(

Neutrino(Physics(

ep,(QED(

pp(

top(quark((

Proton(Decay(

SN(Cosmology((

Neutral(Currents(V>(Z,W(

Two(kinds(of(neutrinos((
Time(reversal(nonVsymmetry(

charm(quark((

bo\om(quark(
top(quark(

Partons,(charm(quark(
tau(lepton(

Increasing(pp(cross(secSon(

Gluon(

Neutrino(oscillaSons(
Curvature(of(the(universe(

Dark(energy(

Precision(instruments(are(key(to(discovery(when(exploring(new(territory.((
Adapted!from!S.!Ting!

precision instruments are key to discovery 
when exploring new territory  

Discoveries in particle physics  
Based on an original 
slide from Sam Ting

Based on an original 
slide by S.C.C. Ting
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M.#Demarteau*,#K.#Yurkewicz*#

With#thanks#to##
L.#Cha;erjee,#M.#Cooke##

December#17,#2013##
P5#MeeEng#

Brookhaven#NaEonal#Laboratory##

*"="co&chair"

precision instruments are key to discovery 
when exploring new territory  
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“What we know is a droplet, what we 
don’t know is an Ocean”

Sir Isaac Newton (1643-1727)

85
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The ocean is for you and future generations
to explore.
The LHC and the Higgs are two of the world’s 
premier tools for this exploration


